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The ability to deterministically finish an optical surface using full aperture polishing would allow for achieving the
desired surface figure in a more repeatable, less iterative, and more economical manner. Developing a scientific
understanding of material removal is a critical
step in accomplishing this; this is the focus of the present study. The optical surface figure and material removal
during polishing of fused silica plates on a polyurethane pad using a ceria-based slurry has been measured as a
function of time, kinematics, and loading conditions. Using this collected data, a positional and time dependent
Preston’s model for material removal has been developed and validated, where the surface figure is largely
determined by the relative velocity distribution and pressure distribution between the optic and lap. The key features
of this model include: 1) vector–based determination of the relative velocity distribution; 2) moment force
contribution to the pressure distribution; 3) lap material viscoelastic relaxation and its contributions to the pressure
distribution; and 4) physical mismatch between the optic/lap and its contribution to the pressure distribution.
*Worked performed under the auspices of the US Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory under contract DE-AC52-07NA27344 under the LDRD program
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